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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

                                  SENIOR SECTION 

                             DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH     

                   CLASS XII 

                        VISTAS: ON THE FACE OF IT    

                                                         SUSAN HILL  

 
 SUGGESTED VALUE POINTS FOR WORKSHEET QUESTIONS 
 

Q1.While most of the children came to Mr Lamb’s garden to steal apples- Derek enters it out of 
curiosity- wants to explore it at a time when it appears to be empty.  
 

 Q2.One side of Derek’s face was severely burnt away by acid- looked very ugly- nobody liked 
him befriended him or played with him- this made him suffer from self-rejection and inferiority 

complex. 
 
 Q3. Mr Lamb has an artificial leg of tin- real leg blown off in a bomb explosion- walks with a 

limp- children call him – Lamey- Lamb- he feels the name suits him- he has got over it and has 
learnt to live with it.  

 
Q4.Mr Lamb means to say that different people have different view-points to look at the same 
thing- what one find beautiful others may find it ugly- depends on one’s attitude and outlook- the 

point is what you look like is not so important as what you are inside just like the Princess Beauty 
who loved the monstrous Beast in the fairy tale  

 
Q5.Mr Lamb is sad to see Derek, a fourteen year old boy give up on life just because he got a side 
of his face burnt by acid. He tell Derek that the latter has got two arms, two legs and eyes and 

ears, a tongue and a brain with which he can get on in life like any other boy. He could even do 
better than most others only if he so chose and set his mind to it.  

 
 Q6. Unlike most people Mr Lamb does not have any curtains at the windows of his house 
because he believes that they shut things out- he wishes to experience the alternating phases of 

light and darkness and also likes to hear the wind.  
 

Q7.Mr Lamb lives alone- during the day he has neighbourhood children visiting him for the crab 
apples- busy picking apples, pears, tending his bees, making jelly and toffee –like to talk to the 
children who visit him- likes to read books and reflect.  

 
Q8.What Mr Lamb wants to suggest that underneath the scars and handicaps all people have the 

same feelings, desires, aspirations and longings- under the superficial differences physically- there 
lies the universal sameness, oneness of all human beings.  
 

Q9.Derek’s interaction with Mr Lamb helps him out of his inferiority complex and poor self 
regard- no longer hates himself for his ugly face or others for disliking and avoiding him for his 

ugliness- feels that he is important and wants to explore and experience the world around him.  
 
Q10. Derek returns to Mr Lamb’s garden because he promised that he would- as Mr lamb had 

helped him rediscover himself- Derek now wishes to forge ahead in life in the company of Mr 
Lamb- returns to his garden to begin life anew. 

                                                     ******** 


